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Notes from the President......
I've just returned from the Lake

Tahoe Area as a guest of Dan Doyle - our
Northern California Chapter Representa-
tive. Dan and the Northern Chapter are
hosting our National Sidecar Rally at
Lake Tahoe, June - 1983.

The Rally sight is located on the
California side of the Lake. A very se-
cluded and pretty campground area with
many motels nearby. The campsites have
paved roads and parking throughout, plus
lots of trees. The Saturday night banquet
facility is first class, seating for approxi-
mately 1200 people, at Alpine Meadows.
Dan is working very hard at getting dis-
count tickets and goodies from the neigh-
boring gambling facilities right across the
lake at the border of Nevada as well as at
Reno, Nevada.

The best part is, it looks like we will
be able to hold the price down, even
considering this is usually a high price
vacation area. Planned for the Rally are
also a lot of self guided tours.

One thing that has come up occasion-
ally is that I know there are a few who
stay at Motels rather than taking advan-
tage of the campsites, and wonder why
there isn't a reduction in the entry fee. It's
really quite simple and I'd like to take the
time to explain it. The choice is, we need
to rent property to put the Rally on and
our alternative is a very nice campsite or
a vacant lot somewhere. So, with this
situation we have to pay for the camping
area, whether or not you take advantage
of the camping. Beleive me, there are no
rip-offs. It boils down to nice surround-
ings and clean restrooms, and we have to
pay for it.

I can assure you, this Rally will
follow in the footsteps of the previous
Rallies - and each one seems to get bigger
and better. The Rally Committees keep
gaining more experience, etc. Further
details will be in future issues of the
Sidecarist.

This issue begins with our new edi-
tor, Ralph Porzelt. We all want to thank
Patty Kneffel for bringing the Sidecarist
up to the standards we have today, with
virtually on-the-job-training. Well, I know
I speak for all of us, THANK YOU for a
job well done, because with your help we
have achieved the success the Sidecarist
enjoys today. So Good Luck in your new
endeavors.

Now we welcome Ralph Porzelt, who
has been doing an excellent job printing
the Sidecarist along with his wife, Donna,
who has been doing a great job in the
membership department. So, long live the
new Editor.
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On the Road Again

By Ann Ruff, Houstin Monthly
Bumper stickers with "Ask me  about my

grandbaby" certainly are not unusual, but how
many do you see on a motorcycle? Somehow
grannies just aren't thought of as tooling down
the highway on a big Harley-Davidson bike.
Well, in the Retreads, even the members who
don't have a grandbaby are certainly old enough
to be grandparents. So, for those who have a
stereotyped image of motorcyclists with dirty
jeans, hairy chests, and a Marlon Brando sneer,
the Retreads will come as quite a surprise.

This national loose-knit organization began
11 years ago in California, and it now has over
15,000 members. The only requirement for
membership is to be a motorcyclist over 40. The
age limit is flexible, and some members have had
to give up riding their bikes, but they haven't
given up the only real requirement for member-

ship — love for motorcycling. As no formal
organization exists, the only officer is an area
representative who volunteers for a thankless
job. No dues are paid, and the newsletter and
other expenses are supported strictly by donated
funds.

The Houston Chapter of the Retreads had its
formation back in 1972. We were looking for
riders to share our love of biking and found five
other members of the national organization living
in Houston. Their names and addresses were in a
motocycle magazine, so we organized a meeting.
One miserable rainy Sunday afternoon they
gathered in bur living room, and it was an instant
success. When Bob Stopler suggested the group
continue to meet once a month for dinner and
camaraderie of the road, the Houston Retreads
were born.
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On the second Monday of every month
since then the group has met, but the meetings
have changed somewhat. Originally they got
together at a small restaurant, and occasionally
someone would bring a guest who joined. Then
the guest would bring a guest, and soon there
was no room at the restaurant. Old motorcyclists
never die — they just join the Retreads, and
finding a meeting place became a real problem.
Since 1972 the original six have swelled to over
185 members, and they are still having the
eternal problem of finding a restaurant for their
second Monday meetings.

Meetings are extremely informal. Everyone
has dinner, introduces their guests, and an-
nounces rides and rallies that are coming up. The
Area Rep makes a few announcements, takes up
donations, and that is about it. Now the Houston
Chapter recently hosted the International Retread
Rally, so meetings became somewhat organized
for awhile. With 500 to 700 riders anticipated, a
great deal of cooperation, time and effort was
required to put on a well executed show for the
visitors.

The Area Reps, Tom and Nancy Talasek,
ended up with a tremendous responsibility.
Financing food, tours, trophies, prizes, and
entertainment for over 500 people by a club that
doesn't even pay dues takes a minor miracle.
Tom and Nancy probably felt it would take a
major miracle. Whatever it took, the meeting was
a smashing success.

Motorcycling to a rally is a real status
symbol with the Retreads. No chains or tattoos
for this group — their badge of courage is a rally
pin. Vests and jackets and hats are covered with
these small symbols of their rides and experi-
ences. Lady Retreads wear their pins with as
much pride as if they came from Tiffany's. What
better way to show their love of a way of life
where a motorcycle is their most treasured
possession.

Rallies are held all over the country, but the
Retreads have several traditional ones that are
almost a "must" each year. One is the Aspencade

On the Road Again
in Ruidosa, N.M. Hundreds of cyclists descend
in the fall for tours, bike beauty contests, riding
skills, trophies, and entertainment. Another
outstanding rally is the Memorial Day weekend
in Marble Falls, Texas, sponsored by the Austin
Road Riders. Some of the trophies awarded at
every rally are for longest distance, oldest rider,
youngest rider, oldest bike ridden to the rally and
many more.

Riders come to the rallies for the events,
awards, and tourist attractions, but mostly they
come to see their "rally friends" from all parts of
the continent. Retreads can spot each other by the
distinctive patch they wear. The name "Retread"
is obvious — all have reached an age when a
retread is necessary. It is on a field of gold for the
golden years over 40. There is a field of red with
two stallion heads indicating riders who work
together as a team. The black bar which slants
upward from left to right signifies the many
black and blue marks that go with the sport. The
red Roman numerals XL+ designates the over
forty age of a group of people who truly believe
that "Life Begins at Forty."

A rally also offers a real exhibition of how
bikes can be adapted to a particular owner. Most
Retreads want safer, more efficient and practical
machines, but they also want comfort, styling,
and performance. The most popular bike is the
Honda Gold Wing, but each has been adapted to
the particular riding habits of its owner. No doubt
about it, the favorite pastime of all Retreads is
"kicking tires and swapping lies."

The average Retread is in his mid-fifties,
and in real life they are doctors, lawyers, engi-
neers, policemen, firemen and businessmen.
When they come to a Retread meeting or rally,
they step into a different world, and their wives
and girl friends come right along with them.
These gals endure freezing rain, wind and killing
heat without complaining. They look at them as
just temporary hazards to be overcome to experi-
ence the freedom of motorcycling. Besides,
stories of their feats of endurance will impress
the ones who stayed at home.
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About the only interest the gals have in
being stylish is expressed with, "I'll wear what-
ever keeps me warm, dry, and comfortable."
Safety is a big concern to all the Retreads, so all
that blue and gray hair goes under a helmet at all
times. Crutches and slings do make their appear-
ance, but they are rare, and no Retread ever gave
up riding because of an accident. As soon as they
are able, they just get back on their bikes and hit
the road again.

Even though the average age of the Retreads
is 55, there are quite a lot of older riders. Joe
Poteet is an active member and still rides after
having 4 bypass operations. Carl Murray is in his
late sixties and still going strong. And, of course,
there are "Grandma Honda," and "Tagalon" who
in real life are Bea and Earl Wilson. Bea took up
riding at 68 on a 70 cc bike, moved up to a 175
cc, then to a 350 cc, next a 550 cc, and now has
settled in at a 1000 cc. She wanted Earl to share
her new sport, but his eyesight is too poor for
him to be a safe driver. So, Bea solved the
problem very easily. She bought him a side car.
They joined the Retreads, as did their son Wayne.
Now at 70 and 84, the Wilsons have quite a
display of trophies including Oldest Married
Couple, Oldest Rider, and First Place in Our
Hearts. The Wilsons are certainly first place in
the hearts of the Houston Retreads.

Perhaps the true spirit of the Retreads is
symbolized by the last wish of one of the original
members, "Rev" Simpson. Dying of lung cancer,
"Rev" requested his friends take his ashes for a
final ride and scatter them by the side of the
roads he loved so much. This wish every Retread
understood and respected — and lovingly ful-
filled.

For further information call Nancy and Tom
Talasek, 342-8578 or 499-2516. Meetings are the
second Monday of each month at 7:30 p.m. at
Los Tios Restaurant on Memorial Drive at
Kirkwood.

On the Road Again
ORIGIN OF THE RETREADS ®

The "RETREADS® Motorcycle Club" was
conceived and founded in 1969 by five men
through a letters column in a motorcyclist maga-
zine.  George Spidell, a Navy Chief Petty Officer
living in El Cajon, California, had read a letter to
the editor in a national motorcycle publication.
The comments of the letter are long forgotten,
but the writer's signature stirred George's curios-
ity.  It was signed "Sheep Dip".  George wrote to
the magazine with the request that they forward
his response letter to Sheep Dip.  Instead, they
published his letter in its entirety with an expla-
nation that they were not a clearing house for
letter writers.

 But they did publish George's letter!  Sheep
Dip never did answer, but five other motorcycle
riders did:  Bob House of Topeka KS; "Kanney"
Brown of PA; Baurgaurity Laughland of London,
England; Jack LeCain of British Columbia; and
Ludwig Speidel of Quebec, Canada.  George
made copies of those letters and sent them to the
other five.  Then he copied the answers to those
and sent them out again.  Before long it was a
regular thing for the six geographically separated
riders to write each other.  George continued
copying the letters and circulating them to the
entire group.

In time, the group agreed they should form a
correspondence motorcycle club.  An inquiry to
the AMA for a charter brought back the informa-
tion they would have to have 10 members to
qualify.

Once again George appealed to the letters
column of the motorcycle press.  Soon, ten
kindred spirits applied for their AMA Charter.
The RETREADS® became a formal club in July,
1970.  Their monthly newsletter was called the
"RECAP" - another name given retread tires.

UPDATE:
For more information, go to:

http://www.retreads.org/
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RALLY WRAP-UP
Again the County Fairgrounds at Mariposa

provided great camping on the tree shaded lawn
and a playground for the children. The hot showers
were appreciated and shared by several couples (at
different times, we think) to wash away the road
grime. The weather even cooperated by staying
under the 90 degree mark.

Rally News
There were more attendees this year than last,

with 123 adults and 34 children on site. A total of
60 side-car rigs and 15 solos were registered, along
with several quadricycles for those who couldn't get
it all on or in their bikes. Sidecar breakdown by
brand was as follows: 13 Watsonian, 10 California,
4 Spirit of America, 4 Jawa, 4 Motorvation, 3 Ural,
3 Bingham, 2 Vetter, 2 H/D, 2 Aved, 2 Globe, and
one each Steib, Third Wheel, Flexi, Kenna, Viper,
Continental, Equalean, Smitty's Hawk, Woody,
Bingham Delivery, and a Neva] (actually an Angli-
cized Russian Dnieper, which is like a Ural only
made in a different tractor factory and has reverse
and a sidecar drive wheel).

Over a dozen rigs played follow the leader on
a ride to Glacier Point overlooking spectacular
Yosemite Valley. participants said that was the best
view of the valley they had ever had. Unfortunately,
one USA member who left his sidecar home (speak
low) hit a patch of sand and took his two wheeler to
a part of Yosemite not ordinarily frequented by
motor vehicles. Fortunately, neither he nor his
brand new solo were seriously damaged.

Fred Ellsworth
and daughter,

Sue
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Rally News
On Saturday afternoon there was heated

competition in the field events. Winning was
based on smooth and accurate execution of a
series of movements in a minimum amount of
time. Sections included blindfolded driving
(operator and passenger/navigator had to under-
stand technical terms such as RIGHT and LEFT
and STOP!!!!), plankwalking over a teeter tooter,
polo through a pylon course, in and out of ga-
rages, a water balloon break and a driver's lap pie
tin water carry.

The winning team of Bill Turck and Roger
Satterlee had no penalty points and a time of just
under two minutes. Second by a few ticks of the
clock and also no penalty points was Steve and
Sally Wilson. In hot pursuit in third was Ozzie
and Emmie Auer, who almost ran over the team
in front of them. And fourth was John and Dawn
Baber, recipients of the "With Friends Like This
Who Needs Enemies?" award thanks to a water
balloon barrage that greated them at the end of
their run.

Saturday night dinner was a special event
for the young men working (interred) at a nearby
Youth Conservation Camp. Rally participants
had a great barbecue beef dinner and at the same
time put on a nice bike and sidecar show for the
young men. Proceeds from the dinner were
sufficient to allow a substantial contribution to
be made to the camp's arts and crafts fund.

Award presentations were made back at the
fairgrounds after dinner. The unique trophies
were shaped like sidecars but were actually
coffee mugs. Alan Huntzinger had extras made
up for sale at the rally.  Potential collectors may
order a mug by sending a check for $9.00 to Alan
at 1281 Avis Drive, San Jose, CA 95126.

In addition to the field event winners noted
above, awards went to:

Gene Miller, Wascom, Oldest Rider, at age 74;

Sean Caron, Sylmar, Youngest Rider at age 16;

Carol Murray, Long Beach, Long Distance
Female Rider at 365 miles;

Garry Christensen, Phoenix, Long Distance Male
Rider at 800 miles;

Fred Ellsworth, Greatest Total Age of rider, +
passenger + bike + hack at 200 years;

Fred Ellsworth (again?) for the People's Choice
for his Triumph/Flexi combo; and

Ken Peck for the Oldest Rig (other than Fred's -
limit of two trophies per customer) for his
1956 H/D bike and 1937 H/D hack.

The special Sidecar Nut (aka Hard Luck)
award went to Clement Salvadori of Road Rider
magazine because of mechanical/electrical
difficulties he experienced enroute to the rally
with his Neval DEMO (see description above).
Clem had to spend the night by the side of the
road eleven miles from the rally due to a failing
bolt in the distributor that caused considerable
consternation with the timing of the beast. We
are happy to report, however, that quicker than
you could say "Fred Ellsworth", Fred had diag-
nosed the problem, the offending bolt was
repaired, and Clem was back on the road.

Ozzie and Clement abuse a soccer ball
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We wish to heartily thank the dealers who
supported Sierra Sidecar Spectacular II. They
donated lots of very nice prizes. We will continue
to support them and we hope that you will too!
They are all due a nice round of thanks.

Harley Davidson of Sunnyvale

Just Leather of San Jose

Harley Davidson of Citrus Heights

The Sidecar Shoppe of Sacramento

Drag Specialties Catalog Sales

C.C. Products

Bratton Touring

Chase Harper

South City Honda of Sacramento

Road Rider Magazine

Dennis Kirk Motorcycle Acc.

Mariposa Motorcycle

Joe Sarkees Motorcycles of Sacramento

Rider Magazine

San Jose BMW

Dan James Touring of San Jose

PCP Yamaha/Suzuki of Sacramento

Santa Clara Honda

Enchanted Sand Castles of Santa Cruz

Konrad Szelock

San Francisco Federal Savings and Loan

Sidestrider

Widder Enterprises

Armando Magri H/D of Sacramento

Custom Dressers of Oklahoma

Rally News
Finally, a word of appreciation for the work

of Erma Bratton and Alan Huntzinger. The Sierra
Sidecar Spectacular rally is the only fund raiser
for the Northern California Chapter and it is due
in very large part to the efforts of Erma and Alan
that we have been succesful in our first two
years. In recognition of that fact, the chapter
bestowed the coveted "ATTABOY" and
"ATTAGIRL" awards on Alan and Erma for a job
well done. All of our thanks go to them.

Next year we will be doing it all again, only
far more Spectacular, as we host the 1983 NA-
TIONAL SIDECAR RALLY at Lake Tahoe on
June 23-26. That effort will take the place of the
Mariposa Rally for 1983 but Sierra Sidecar
Spectacular III will return in 1984.

See you at Lake Tahoe, and bring a friend.

Dan Doyle - Northern California Chapter

Jerry Cummings and Daughter
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Rally News
Bingham’s Tent Mystry

Guess who put president D.B.'s tent and
sleeping gear on the mountain? In the dead
(almost) of night when D.B. was still in town
several mischievious souls decided to place the
ole' pres's tent on top of the mens and ladies rest
room building. So like a bunch of thieves in the
night they all gathered up the tent and placed it
up on the roof of the john. Boy was some one
surprised when they came back from town. But
after the laughing and rolling around on the
ground in hysterics was over, everyone turned in
for a good nights sleep.

Best place to sleep I've ever discovered said
D.B. and such a short walk to the john in the
A.M. Credit for the difficult pics in a time of
frenzy go to Suzie Ellsworth who's quick action
caught the dastardly deed and those responsible
in the act.

Fred holding a Neval Seminar

Calender of Events
Brazos Valley SC Rally
Nov 27-28, Bryan, TX
Info: Rambo: 713-823-7344

713-775-1848
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South East Sidecar Event
SOUTH-EAST S/C EVENT
By-Tony Allison

A first effort sidecar get-to-gether
planned for Sept. 10, 11, 12, in Northern
Georgia came off as planned, even though
mother nature did her best to discourage us.
Rain, mist and "very heavy mountain dew"
followed us all weekend. The beautiful
scenery and hospitality of our host Frank
Cheek of the Two Wheels Only Club more
than compensated us for the less than ideal
sky conditions. For those of you who
haven't visited this part of Northern Georgia
and experienced the facilities and friendly
atmosphere and beautiful countryside at
Suches, Georgia, I can only say: Go at your
earliest opportunity. It is all you could
expect, and more.

The turn out was as we expected, with 7
sidecar rigs and 13 solo bikes attending. We
will be shooting for twice that figure next
year. Special Praise goes to Ron Delong for
doing most of the work in arranging the
event. He not only made all the arrange-
ments with T.W.O., but laid out the poker
run, took all the pictures, handled the
trophys for the poker-fun run, but he also
miraculously produced 6 tires for the draw-
ings held on Saturday nite.

We only had One off key note the whole
weekend, and that was one brush between
two of the rigs that resulted in one of them
going into the lush Georgia countryside.
There were no injuries and minimal damage.

Special thanks goes out to the riders
from So. Carolina. There was a sizeable
turnout from that area and we hope they will
continue to support our efforts in sidecars.
As an off-shoot of that week end, there is a
chapter being formed in the Atlanta area.  If
you are there and have not gotten in touch
with us yet, please let us hear from you.

Yamaha 1100 w/ Velorex & Trailer

BMW R100S w/ Eagle
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South East Sidecar Event

BMW R50/2 w/ Steib

Honda Goldwing w/ Terraplane

Yamaha 650 w/ Velorex
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NW Sidecar Pilots Rally

2ND LAKE SAMMAMISH
N.W. SIDECAR PILOTS RALLY

Hans Jenson Youth Area near Isaquah
Washington provided the site. Warm and sunny
weather along with a beautiful setting helped to
make this the biggest sidecar rally ever held in
the Northwest. A total of 38 outfits plus a few
solo bikes brought 54 adults and 24 youngsters.
Bob and Butch Bolton deserve a large thank you
for their efforts in putting this rally together.

Friday saw hack after hack arrive and set up
camp. That night saw most of the group sitting
around the campfire.

Bright and early Saturday morning two
guided tours left camp on a scenic excurision.
The destination was Chateau St. Michelle Winery
in Woodinville WA. Several people took the
wine tour while others sat at the picnic area.
After lunch all headed back to camp as no one
wanted to miss the sidecar games. Entertainment
was the key, whether watching or participating in
the games. Saturday evening awards were given
as well as door prizes.

Results were as follows:
1st Place Overall: Rolland and Kathy Brasch

2nd Place Overall: Gary and Jaye Moore

Most fun to Watch: John and Julie Dalgarn

Sidecar and Washday: Ken Long and Bobbie

Graafstra

Balloon Bust: Gary and Jaye Moore Ball Toss:
Bill and Wanda Powell

Ball and Cone: Roger and Bobbie Graafstra

Blindman's Bluff: Gary and Jaye Moore

People's Choice: Howard and Maggie Baker

Oldest Rider: William T. Poole(74+)

Youngest Rider: Rod McCabe(24)

Long Distance: Frank and Anita Norman Fort
Riley Kansas(1800 mi) (riding a 500 Yamaha
Single w/ Globe sidecar)

Door Prizes: Everything imaginable was given as
a door prize. Everyone was a winner, at least
once.

Scavenger Hunt Winner: Ian Krautz (winner got
a Shoi helmet)

Kids Games: Everyone who participated was
awarded something.

Again Bob and Butch did a super job. The
selection and quality of the prizes was outstand-
ing.

Sunday morning saw some people leaving
real early. All in all this rally was a huge _
success and shows what hard work can accom-
plish. A good time was enjoyed by all. Besides
the Normans from Kansas, people came from
Southern California, British Columbia, Oregon,
and all over Washington. We hope to make this
an annual event and plans are already being made
for next year.

Jim Krautz, N.W. Chapter Director, U.S.A.
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Racing
LIND/HART SET LAP
RECORD! BUT LOSE RACE.

The AMA National Champion S/C team
of Bruce Lind/Jack Hart, drove their
Yamaha powered machine to a new lap
record of 1:56.9 (79 mph) at the Serpentine
2.55 m Sears Point International Raceway
on August 22, 1982.

Clear skys, scorching 95° sunshine and
gusty winds typlified the weekend at the
northwest end of San Francisco bay. Lind/
Hart hole-shot the start and narrowly led the
first five laps of the scheduled ten lap, 25
mile event.

Laps six and seven were pass and
repass as 1980 champion Peter Essaff/
Dennis Crueger forced the leading pair of
teams into a 15 second advantage over third
place Canadian team Bill Davidson/Pat
Dunn.

Past AMA champ Larry Coleman talks with Pete Essaff, winner of the Sears Point road race.

Entering the 100 mph left, uphill turn
one bowl on lap nine, Lind drove around
Essaff on the outside, only to lose traction
with the front tire and slide precariously to
the edge of the track before regaining con-
trol. During this tire-squealing slide, Essaff
dove into the lead by 30 - 40 yards. Lind
closed the gap by turn seven, the far hairpin,
only to be blocked by lapped traffic, and
Essaff/Crueger crossed the line ten yards
ahead of Lind/Hart.

But the drama did not end with the
checkered flag, as Lind succumbed to heat
exhaustion as he completed the cool off lap.
Arriving at the pit en-trance, Bruce col-
lapsed and was carried to the track hospital
where he was treated for heat exhaustion/
stroke and released - too late to attend the
celebrations at Victory Circle, but fit for a
re-match at Seattle International Raceway
on September the 12th where the Lind/Hart
team has a last chance to retain the National
Championship.
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Racing
LIND/HART SET LAP RECORD! BUT LOSE RACE.

Charlie Rice

Davidson / Dunn
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Racing
LIND/HART SET LAP RECORD! BUT LOSE RACE.

Alan Spear’s H-D Powered Outfit

Charlie Rice’s Outfit
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Racing
LIND/HART SET LAP RECORD! BUT LOSE RACE.

Sears Point
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Racing
Lind/Hart take a win, Essaff/
Crueger take the title
By Bruce Scholten KENT, WA, SEPT. 12

"If we can get the power to the ground,
we've already won the race," observed Bruce
Lind after he and passenger Jack Hart made the
two-hour switch from treaded rain tires to slicks.
Lind/Hart were defending their 1981 National
Sidecar Championship on home ground in the
Barnett/ND Spark Plugs season finale.

And though they won the race, the title went
to the season's most consistent team, the northern
California duo of Pete Essaff and Dennis
Crueger. They survived a deflating front tire to
finish third and sew up the 1982 Sidecar Cham-
pionship.

Essaff/Crueger's Kawasaki 1000 had the
points lead after the tough Sears Point National,
and they only needed to finish to clinch the title.
They won the morning heat race for grid posi-
tion, ahead of Lind/Hart, who kept slipping the
front tire in the still-damp curves.

With a dry track surface and slicks, Lind/
Hart broke their old Sidecar lap record by three-
tenths of a second, dropping it to 1:39.5. Hart,
owner of the rig, believes they might have got-
ten lower, except for oil in turns three and nine.

The Bill Davidson/Pat Dunn Kawasaki
1000 took second, far ahead of Essaff/Crueger,
who began losing front tire pressure midway
through the race. This is Essaff's third national
championship, his second as a driver.

Essaff plans to defend the title in 1983. A
buoyant, joking competitor, he also has his eye
on the world championship trail, as do Lind/Hart.

Results
10-LAP FINAL:
1. Bruce Lind/Jack Hart (Yam);

2. Bill Davidson/Pat Dunn (Kew);

3. Pete Essaff /Dennis Crueger (Kaw-.
Thanks to Cycle News for the Kent coverage.

Essaff / Creueger - new AMA champions, #1, Kent, WA
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A Right Caning!
Alan Burnan tells a Sidecar Saga

ONE-TIME racing cyclist George Bennett
peered through the window of Walter Baines' motor
cycle showroom in Belgrave Gate, Leicester. Yes, the
smart 636cc Hazlewood twin was still there, as it had
been for some months now.

Even though the coming of the Great War had
brought down the price, it was still expensive — and
fuel was getting scarcer by the day.

But George's everyday transport, a 1912 Tri-
umph and Montgomery wickerwork sidecar, was
feeling its age and already the summer of 1915 was
approaching.

He pushed open Baines's door, bought the
Hazlewood and transferred the light Montgomery
chair of his old Triumph to the new acquisition.

Sadly, George Bennett was not to savour his new
outfit for long and on joining the Signals Section,
Royal Engineers, he disposed of the model. By that
time, civil petrol supplies were virtually nil and the
Hazlewood passed through a number of hands in
quick succession until, in September 1917, it was
acquired by a Mr. R. Jesson, of Whetstone, Leicester.

He was to use it until well into the 'twenties, but
one day the magneto seized, the outfit was pushed into
a garden shed and forgotten. It was still in the shed in
1964 when Mr. Jesson died and his property was sold.

It was in a sorry condition, so decrepit that the
auctioneer hadn't even bothered to put it in the sale
catalogue. Woodworm had attacked the once fine
wicker sidecar so badly that it had to be burnt. But the
bike and sidecar chassis looked complete and restor-
able.

A lady attending the sale spotted the machine
and passed the word to David Bason, of Northampton,
who acquired the outfit late in 1964.

After a couple of weeks of hurried preparation to
running order, still solo and unrestored, I persuaded it
to reach Brighton in the Pioneer Run, but it was no
easy ride. Fork pins and links were worn and sloppy,
petrol dripped constantly and there were so many air
leaks that the engine seemed to have a mind of its
own. But the promise was there.

In fact, it was the present owner, Dennis Will-
iams, of Towcester, who set about restoring the
Hazlewood to its former glory after David Bason had
opted instead for a vintage car.

A carefully cut sample of the original paint was
used to match the finish, with advice from an elderly
gentleman who had once been the Hazlewood agent
for the Northampton area. The light silver-grey finish
was applied over eight coats of filler-primer, each
meticulously rubbed down by hand. Green lining
added the final touch to the many coats of top colour.

Hub gear wizard Alan Doughty dealt with the
problems of the three-speed Mark VII Armstrong hub,
the planetary gear of which had disintegrated. All
steering bushes and pins were renewed, and the worn
crankshaft ends were built up.

The sidecar story deserves a chapter to itself.
Travelling on business through Leicester, David Bason
had been fascinated by a small shop bearing the sign
"R. Snell, Cane Merchant" above the window. Inside
he found, encapsulated, an old-time world of wicker
and cane presided over by Mr. Snell himself, a vigor-
ous 70-year-old.

He and his father before him had manufactured
cane chairs and baskets since before the turn of the
century.

In 1911, at the age of 17, young Mr. Snell had
been bitten by the motorcycle bug and designed a
shapely, slipper-shaped cane body to attach to his
Budge Multi. More than that, he decided to exhibit his
design at the Olympia Show and, accordingly, built a
onefifth-scale model for display.

The Snell sidecar was a resounding success and
attracted large orders. But that, of course, was many
years ago.

Astonishingly, the now elderly Mr. Snell fetched
a brown paper parcel from the back of the shop and
unwrapped it — to reveal the very model seen at
Olympia. Excitedly, David Bason asked if Mr. Snell
(who still taught basketwork at Leicester College
evening classes) would build him a full-size sidecar.
Regretfully, the answer was "No", but David could take
detailed measurements, noting the weaving techniques
and sizes and types of cane needed.
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Back home in Northampton, David set out to find a
basket weaver --- and he found one, in Lady's Lane (a street
obliterated by the new bus station). The weaver, Arthur
Goring, agreed that he could make the sidecar, but drawings
would be of no use to him. He was blind, you see.

So David Bason made a wooden jig in his own kitchen,
scaling up dimensions from the Snell model, and took it
along to Mr. Goring. The resulting body was woven to
perfection, a totally authentic copy of the 1911 Snell slipper.

Completely rebuilt, and pristine throughout, the
Hazlewood caught every eye at the 1972 Pioneer Run. It's
been catching eyes ever since and now has an impressive
array of concours d'elegance awards to its credit. Maybe it
caught yours, at this year's London-Brighton run?

A Right Caning!

ARTHUR GORING weaves a rep lica of
the Snell sidecar body ii cane at his shop

in Northampton

THE 636cc side-valve JAP drives by chain to a
single-speed countershaft, then by belt to the rear

wheel.
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A Right Caning!

THE 1914 Hazlewood as found. Note the three-speed hub gear.

Dennis Williams' magnificent 1914 636cc Hazlewood-JAP and replica wickerwork sidecar.
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SURVEY - HAK Part I
Because I am so close to many of the issues

involved relating to safety, training, education
and licensing, I sometimes overlook a few
members who may not be as familiar with the
issues. The reason why some information was re-
quested, however, was purposely omitted be-
cause we needed unbiased answers and re-
sponses.

Some issues like helmets are very clear. You
either purchase a helmet or you do not. You
either wear it or you do not. You either have an
accident and fall on your head or you do not.
Almost unanimously, all members wear helmets,
almost all the time. And almost all are totally
opposed to mandatory wearing.

Is this a conflict in attitudes? No, not ac-
cording to our USCA members.

A few believe, when forced to wear a
helmet for the wrong reasons, it can give a false
sense of security. Probably true in many cases.

Motorcyclists in England, in the early
seventies were somewhat like the sidecarists in
America today. Over 92 percent wore helmets on
a voluntary basis. Then big brother mandated the
wearing of the blasted things for the wrong
reasons. The result? Fatality rates increased, in
spite of initial predictions by the U.K. DOE that
an additional 400 lives would be saved. Lives are
not saved because some jerk predicts they will
be.

Governments use motorcyclists as ploys in
their little games. Again, witness the fantastic
increase in fatality rates over the past few years
in those American States that did NOT repeal the
helmet laws. No, safety is not obtained through
mandate but through education, training and
keeping the roads free of those who abuse their
privilege to drive safely (ignore the rights of
other road users) or who are or become
incompetant to drive safely. Drunks are included
in the latter group.  The questions on lights and
lighting were somewhat obscure. I will shed
some light. No pun intendended!

Safety Survey
Most motorcycle accidents occur during

daylight hours - FACT.

Most motorcycle accidents occur because
the motorcycle collides with an auto-mobile -
FACT.

In most incidents, the motorist is to blame -
FACT,

Most motorists claim they did not see the
motorcyclist - FACT.

Conclusions by the “so-called” experts
These facts are analyzed and safety experts

conclude:

1) The motorcyclist is at fault because he
did not make himself more visible,

2) All motorcycles are equipped with
headlights. If they force the motorcyclist to turn
on his headlight, he will become more visible.

3) With his machine more visible, he would
not be run into as often.

4) Accident rates will drop after headlights
are made mandatory for daytime use.

Fact or fiction?
There are two separate issues involved. Can

the motorcycle physically comply with manda-
tory lights-on laws? Have mandatory lights-on
laws been effective in reducing accident rates?

Ability of Machine to Comply
In response to the first, some motorcycles

can comply without problems, others have
considerable difficulty. Motorcycles, unlike
automobiles, traditionally have very small
electrical charging systems.

One study by the Franklin Institute in 1969,
found that 80% of the machines they tested
would drain the batteries if operated in simulated
downtown driving conditions continuously.
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The Society of Automotive Engineers
developed a recommended practice (J 392) in
1969, requiring manufacturers to install charging
equipment which would balance any lighting and
ignition loads at an engine speed equivalent to 30
mph in high gear. Not that you would drive at 30
mph in high gear, mind you, but some test
criteria must be used.

It could not be at idle speed, or at 2000 rpm,
or at the manufacturer's red line. What should the
criteria be?

About 30 years ago, test reports on motor-
cycles in England always included a statement
about whether the electrical system was charging
or discharging at 30 mph in high gear. Machines
which cannot handle this have only marginal
electrical systems. The addition of an extra bulb
to define the width of the sidecar or an extra head
light, will throw the system into a frenzy in
downtown traffic conditions.

Of course, if you blast along open inter-
states you will have no problem. The lower the
engine speed for electrical balance, the heavier
and more bulky the charging device, so a reason-
able balance is necessary. Why not 30 mph in top
gear?

NHTSA also thought that was a good idea
and proposed to include it into their motor
vehicle safety specifications (Lighting Code
108), in 1972, to be effective in 1975. Unfortu-
nately, this was never enacted! As a resuly, today,
no manufacturer is required to install an adequate
charging system even today! The hardwire law of
California does not even begin to address this
problem. All that is necessary to satisfy that law
is a small rinky-dink light bulb which is the
approach Laverda used, called a “daytime run-
ning lamp of a paltry 20W.”  Woopee!

The manufacturers have been of little help.
Several years ago an Executive Secretary of a
State Motorcycle Dealers Association, told me,
completely off the record, of course, that many
new machines would not physically comply with
J 392 although that fact would never ever be
made public. If it was, dealers could not obtain

Safety Survey
insurance for selling their machines nor could
they obtain financing. The motorcyclist has been
kept in the dark, deliberately. No pun intended.
At the same time, rumors were spread that all
machines could physically comply, encouraging
legislation and safety experty to cram mandatory
lights-on laws down our throats without regard to
whether we could actually comply or not, Only
in 1972, did manufacturers publicly state that
their machines could not physically comply,

Since 1975 many manufacturers began to
upgrade their electrics but not for all models and
not all manufacturers. Fewer of the older ma-
chines are on the road and, as they are replaced
by newer machines, the problem of inadequate
charging systems slowly recedes.

However, sidecarists are not like the typical
motorcyclist who changes his machine when the
chain needs replacing or it needs a rear tire or
another color system takes his fancy. Once the
sidecarist buys a machine and attaches his side-
car, he stays with the outfit year after year,
excusing its petty faults and praising its virtues.
Thus, we are affected more by mandatory lights-
on laws because of our older machines and
because we usually add a little light to define the
sidecar width at night. And, what affects one
member, affects all members. All members got
behind us on the several tollway issues regard-
less of whether they actually drove the tollways
or not.

Not only is my Laverda affected, but so is
Joe's Harley-Davidson, John's Ducati, Pete's
Triumph, Edgar's BSA, Al's BMW, and Paul's
Indian. In fact, about 40 percent of our members
are affected to a greater or lesser extent. They
over-come their problems by driving in very low
gears to keep their engine speed up, by recharg-
ing their batteries externally, by installing a very
small light bulb or by ignoring this law they
cannot comply with ---- cont. next issue.
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Orlando J. Hart
1026 Heather Lane Moore, OK 73160

Is having trouble getting insurance on his 80
GS1000ET and Deluxe Equalean. Do we have
anyone who can help him? If you can, drop him a
line.

Larry Claussen
111 Hillman St. Belen, NM 87002

Larry is having trouble attaching a Ural to
his 75 BMW/750/6. Says he is having violent
wobbling problems. Can any one help him solve
his problem, if so drop him a line.

Paul Brasino
331 Boundary Ave. Bethpage, NY 11714

Paul would like to hear from any sidecar
clubs, etc. on Long Island, Nassan or Suffolk
County. Paul is a new member, so lets try to help
him out. Drop him a line if you know of any.

Do you have a problem?
Do you have a problem that maybe another

member or members might be able to help you
with? Or maybe you need some information on a
rally or about a club. Drop us a line and maybe
we can put your needs in the paper.

CHRISTMAS
Stumped for a christmas gift for a friend or

a fellow cyclist:

How about a subscription to the United
Sidecar Association?

Have you changed your address or do you
know of a member who has moved and has not
notified the sidecar association? Please send your
new address to the association and not rely on
the post office to give us the new address as they
do not always forward the mail and they always
charge the association a fee for each address
change. These are your dues going down the
drain for no good reason.

Many new members are sending in old
applications that show the new membership dues
at the old rate of $15.00. If you are giving out
any application forms to friends, neighbors or a
new member prospect please make sure it is the
current application with the correct dues of
$18.00. Again it is your dues that are being spent
to notify these new members of the current new
membership dues.

If you know of any club or rally who needs
some of the current applications drop me a line
and I will send out some.

Thanks for your help.

Donna Porzelt

Membership Secretary

United Sidecar Association

PO Box 8119

Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119

This and that column
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BIKE MATE - Q.E.D.
BIKE MATE

Q.E.D. (Pty) Ltd, is another of
our overseas manufacturers mak-
ing a fine sidecar unit. The unit, in
general frontal appearance, seems
somewhat like the English Squire.
Several variants exist including a
double adult and a delivery van in
addition to their single seater
sports model.

They successfully fitted a unit
to a Honda CX500 which has an
unusual frame. Like the Squire, the
frame is of tubular steel. Attach-
ment points for seat belts (not
required by law) are included.

The lightweight magnesium
wheel with 145HR10 tire is sus-
pended with an advanced rubber
torsion suspension system. The
single seater has a large lockable
boot storage.

Of special note and interest is
that the Insurance companies in
South Africa offer a 25% reduction
in your insurance premium when
you fit a sidecar (they do not
surcharge you as they often do in
America).

To quote from their literature,
"The Bike Mate patents cover the
style of attachment which was
developed after having seen and
worked on the antiquated so called
European system,"

For more information contact:
Neil Murray
Q.E.D. (Pty) Ltd.,
P. O. Box 190
Edenvale 1610
Republic of South Africa

Industrial News
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Industrial News

CARELL-Fahrzeugbau • Barengasse 3
D-6717 Hessheim/Pfalz • Tel. 06 233/711 76

CARELL is a West German manufacturer of high quality sidecars.

The TR-500 Nachbau and TR-500 Classic, the latter being a traditional Steib replica.

CARELL also sells complete self-made kits for sidecars.

Forks, wheels and all parts used for sidecars plus sidecar motorcycles.

These sidecars are well made to West German standards. The TR-500 Classic, Steib replica is
especially handsome and desireable to those antique BMW owners who cannot find a suitable Steib
original.

CARELL is interested in selling in the U.S. and dealer participation is encouraged.
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Industrial News
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Classifieds
WANTED - FOR SALE - EXCHANGE - These ads run for two consecutive issues for a small
fee. A handy form is included for your convenience.

FIRST TIME ADS
FOR SALE New: Showroom Fresh Vetter

Terraplane at the unbelieveable low price of
$1995.00. Includes mounting hardware for any
bike, also like new used Bingham MKII
sidecar, $ 895 with mounts. Call or see Stan.
Contact: Cole Brothers, 5906 Lankershim
Blvd. North Hollywood, CA 213/980-3715

FOR SALE Sidecar Zephyr, Excellent coml.
Fully enclosed w/removable top' and AM/FM,
new carpet, wind-shield cig. lighter, lights,
vent system. White w/black bumper & wheel.
Contact: Scott Beardsley #1677 704 N. 7th,
Pasco, WA 99301 509/586-3166

FOR SALE Watsonian Monza,:two tops, side
brake. Will deliver within 200 miles. Good
shape - $1600. Contact: Bruce McClellan
#1306, 6367 Wilson Rd., Otisville, MI 48463
313/631-6413

FOR SALE 1978 GL1000. Great S/C bike. Fully
loaded, air forks and shocks, vetter fairing,
radio & much more - $3000 or best
offer.CB550 w/Bingham S/C $1700. Contact:
Len Herte #997, 1038 Raymond Ave, Long
Beach, CA 90804 714/962-6931 or 213/433-
5696

FOR SALE 1972 Jawa Sidecar - $600. Cyclelite
all around, cut for two passengers, two seats.
Can be returned to single pass. Contact: Terry
K. Haug, 35 No. 8th, Seneca, KS 66538 913/
336-3893

FOR SALE 1980 Motorvation Cp/Royal S/C 11
gal tank, elect. fuel pump M.P. Quartz light -
$2600. Contact: Lyle Hamman #540, 2702
53rd, Des Moines, IA 50310

FOR SALE 1978 Motoguzzi 850 with Watsonian
Palma - $4800 or best offer. 78 BMW 600 one
of a kind, fairing, extras sharp - $2800 or best
offer Contact: Stan Vorgias #939, 10005
Fairlane, Union, IL 60180 815/923-2521

FOR SALE Used Terraplane. Used less than 100
mi. Black, rigged for GL1000 $2100 or best
offer, like new. Contact.: Raul Moreno #1962,
1794 Ivy Rd. Oceanside, CA 92054 714/433-
3711

FOR SALE 1982 Terraplane, Black mouaring kit
for GS1000 Suzuki -$2195 1974 Jawa
Velorex, black universal mounting -_$850.
Both in excellent condition. Contact: Larry
White #1998, Winter Street, Claremont, NH
03743 603/542-2902

FOR SALE 1977 Yamaha 750 shaft drive with
Thompson S/C, oil cooler fairing, Fletcher
seat, air shocks, vanda cruise. Very custom
unit, 9500 mi. - $2800, Contact: Dick Florey
#1723, 3294 Westover Blvd., Central Pt., OR
97502, 503/772-9465

FOR SALE 1980 Velorex S/C, black with Gold
pinstripe, luggage rack, universal mounts,
tonneau cover Exec. condition - $850, Con-
tact: Jim Addleman #2132, Box 6A,
Grampian', PA 16838 814/236-1861

FOR SALE BMW R100S w/EML sidecar. Built
by "Sidecar Restorations" in 1980 & pictured
in most of their ads. Silver, 8000 mi. Ex. cond.
Convertable top & extra wind-shield for S/C.
M/C is 1977, S/C -1979, titled as 1977. $7900.
Contact: Bart Lieberman #1463, 39 Rio Vista,
St. Louis, MO 63124 314/994-0742

SECOND TIME ADS
FOR SALE Sidecar 1982 Ride By Side Excel-

lent condition. 3000 mil Dark red. Lay-off
forces sale $995.00. Don Monroe, 507
Vansull, Westland, Ml 48185 313/326-3793

FOR SALE 74 HD Electra Glide w/ S/C,
Excell. cond. only 10,000 mil sell complete
$4000. or sell S/C separate $1000. with
adapters.  Contact: Rick Lyon, 3899 Cook
Rd, Rootstown, OH 44272 216/325-2371
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SECOND TIME ADS, Cont.
FOR SALE 81 FLU Classic with matching SC

mays fairing tour pac saddle bags oil cooler
and more. Only 12000 mi Complete for
$7200. Contact: William E. Hawkins #1521
PO Box 86, Folly Beach, SC 29439

FOR SALE 1976 BMW w/ Watsonian Palma.
Luftmeister fairing, EZ bery seat, large tank,
Krauser bags tote box, matching s/c
upholstry $4500 - Best offer. Contact: Roger
Rickert #494, 415 University Dr Jackson-
ville, NC, 28540, 919/347-1492

FOR SALE Large s/c seats 2 kids or mom &
kids - large trunk $800 - free mounting
locally - discount if we ship out of state.
Contact: Ed Milray #498, 437 N. Oakbank
#1, Covina, CA 91723 213/331-8845

FOR SALE Universal s/c frame & mounts with
swing arm suspension needs body and wheel.
$350.  Ed Milray #498, 437 N. Oakbank #1,
Covina, CA 91723 213/331-8845

FOR SALE 1980 Suzuki GS850 Shaft drive
with Watsonian Palma s/c. M/C has Side
Strider front end modification, steering
damper, air forks, windshield, rack, air
horns and auto rear tire. S/C has custom soft
top with side curtains and sunroof, radio,
new tire and shock. And trailer hitch. $4750.
for both - $2500 for the sidecar. Contact:
Dan Doyle #333, 1310 Gold Rush May
Penryn, CA 95663 916/663-2201

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE Misc parts for
1950's NSU, DKW, ZUNDAPP and BMW.
Need frame for 57 BMW R26. 64 305
Dream and 65 305 Superhawk. #1295 each.
Laurence Young #1944 1475A Mindoro Ct,
Cannon APB, Clovis, NM 88101 505/784-
5473

WANTED Steib or Hollandia sidecar, will
purchase or trade my 1967 R-60 Black,
37,000 mi. large tank and sidecar gearing.
Contact: J.J. McKeever #327 20 Flower
Lane, Greenwich, CT 06830 203/622-6550

FOR SALE 1981 Gold Wing w/ Terraplane
Shoei ¼ fairing, fork brace, running lights,
alarm. Superb condition. New rear tire, deal
er serviced. $5995. Dan Cote #1779, 356 A
Ave, Coronado, CA 92118 714/435-0975

FOR SALE Eureka Mushroom Tent and fly
Sleeps 4. Used 3 times. $270. Contact:
Kenneth Armour #1330, 633 Ogden Rd,
New Lenox, IL 60451 815/485-4312

FOR SALE 1972 Yamaha SX650, 985 miles
New battery, S/C Spirit Eagle Red, Excel-
lent cond. $2400. Contact: R E Johnson
#1018, 569 Beech St, N.Babylon, NY
11703, 516/586-0461

FOR SALE 1982 Suzuki/Terraplane, GS1100
GK, radio, full bags, CB, Gypsy Scout,
many, many extra's. Only 3000 miles, cost
$9000, sacrifice $6500 or best offer. Con-
tact: Jim Pagel, 9950 W. Fond Du Lac Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53224, 414/353-3831

FOR SALE 1978 Honda 750 Automatic 4800
miles full dress w/ 1981 Bing-ham Mk III S/
C. Beautiful burgundy outfit. First $3000.00
will separate. Contact: Robert Bernhardt,
1917 NW 44th St., Ocala, FL 32675, 904/
351-1053

FOR SALE Seth Thomas S/C with side cur-
tains. New, will deliver 300 miles. $1100.
Contact: James H. Dawson #2009 PO Box
142, Scottsboro, AL 35768 205/574-2811

FOR SALE Turbo Gold Wing 77 with 1980
1100 Interstate Mtr. Earles forks, Lester
wheels, Mayer seat, Krausers Superwedge
Fairing has Blake Touring Turbo Charger.
Air suspension Every imaginable part done
in 24K gold black lacquer paint - never
abused. Totally imaculate - will take 1300
Kaw. on trade. $4000.  Mike Yamen #293,
RR3 Carlise, Iowa 50047, 515/989-3933

FOR SALE HD FLH Classic M/C with match-
ing S/C $7800. 14400 mi. air horns, S&S
Carbs. Excellent ride, modified suspention.
Contact: James Zech #1309, 31881 Cam-
bridge, Livonia, MI 48154, 313/427-0143

Classifieds
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BUSINESS CARD ADS
Placing a business card ad is $50.00 per year. The

$50.00 includes your membership for one year, thereby
receiving the Sidecarist for one full year, You may
place your business card for $35.00, per year, exclusion
of membership. These ads are for business cards only -
whatever can be typed onto the business size card will
be accepted. Please send two business cards and check,
payable to the United Sidecar Association, to: The
United Sidecar Assoc. y P.O. Box 8119 - Van Nuys,
CA 91409-8119

SUPPLEMENT ISSUE
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Clubs, Promoters and S/C Chapters - if you want
a two-page pull-out announcement of your upcoming
event to appear in the Supplement issue of the
Sidecarist, the charge will be $50.00. This will guaran-
tee your announcement in one Supplement issue - but
if received in enough time, 2 - 3 Supp. issues - and in
the Calendar of Events for up to one year ahead. The
requirement for the two pages is that each page fit the

dimensions of 8"X10". Please include all pertinent
information for your e-vent such as; time, place, map,
registration application, cost - if any, nearby facilities,
activities included. Please have this on two separate
sheets of paper and ready for printing - if it needs a little
touching up, we'll help out. If at all possible - have it
"print ready". Please make checks payable to The
United S/C Association and send both your check and
2 page pull-out to: U. S/C. A. - Calendar of Events, P.
O. Box 8119 Van Nuys, CA 91409-8119.

IMPORTANT - If you are just interested in
placing an announcement in the Calendar of Events -
this is FREE.

COMMERCIAL AD SPACE
Will be accepting soon, more details later.

PRESS RELEASES
Including black & white photo's - always ac-

cepted and placed in Industrial News

Advertizing
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